Engineering Intern

Job Description:
JENSEN HUGHES Arlington, VA is seeking qualified candidates for internships. Learn from some of the industry leading professionals and gain experience towards your career goals of becoming a Fire Protection Engineer. Many interns at our company become full-time Associates upon graduation.

- Performs a variety of technical, both routine and moderately complex tasks that provide familiarity with programs, staff, and operating procedures.
- Collaborate and work under direction of engineers to support Code Consulting, Fire Protection engineering and/or Security design efforts
- Performs developmental assignments involving the application of standard engineering techniques, procedures, and criteria in carrying out routine engineering tasks under close supervision.
- Applies prescribed method to complete limited and specific portions of the broader assignment of an experienced engineer, adjusts and correlates data, recognizes discrepancies in results and follows operations through a series of related detailed steps or processes.

Requirements:
- Working towards a BS or MS
- At least two years of undergraduate schooling, majoring in Fire Protection Engineering
- Excellent communication skills
- Current US Work Authorization
- Local residence or able to commute locally to Arlington, VA

Please include in your resume or application when you are available (immediately, summers only, etc.)